
Year 4:   Autumn  1 

Bridging Project  

 

Part 4: 

Share read about George’s secret key to the universe.  

Revise key phrases and terminology such as Milky Way, Universe, solar system.  

Research and learn about planets Venus and Jupiter.  

Write a report about Venus. 

 

 

Part 5:  

Share read ‘George’s secret key to the universe’.  

Learn that there are other planets in our solar system rotating and orbiting around the Sun.  

Compare sizes of the planets and distance away from the Sun.  

Research and write about asteroids, comets and some fun facts about space 

https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/news/orbital_debris.html  Go onto the NASA website for updates. 

Write some fun facts about space form their research.  

Research and write about the planet Saturn and Neptune. 

 

Link 1:  know that sounds is produce by vibrations 

Share read about sound ‘Sound’ by Angela Rowston 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ 

Learn some fun facts about sound e.g. you can’t hear anything in space because there is nothing for the sound to 

pass through; dogs can hear higher pitch than humans; most animals use sound to detect danger. 

http://www.scienceforkidsclub.com/sound.html   

Learn that sound is produced by vibrations.  

Demonstrate vibration by putting rice on a drum.  

Observe vibrations in slow motion 

https://www.bing.com/search?q=slow+motion+vibrations&form=IENTNB&mkt=en-

gb&httpsmsn=1&refig=0e5bd79e975a4cff85f412250e778a40&DAF0=1&sp=-1&pq=undefined&sc=0-

16&qs=n&sk=&cvid=0e5bd79e975a4cff85f412250e778a40    

Predict what will happen to a drum with rice on it e.g. the greater the hit the greater the vibrations?  

Understand the idea of a fair test. Try to make sure the drum is covered with the same amount of rice, it is held the 

same way for each test and it is the same person striking the drum.  

https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/news/orbital_debris.html
http://www.scienceforkidsclub.com/sound.html
https://www.bing.com/search?q=slow+motion+vibrations&form=IENTNB&mkt=en-gb&httpsmsn=1&refig=0e5bd79e975a4cff85f412250e778a40&DAF0=1&sp=-1&pq=undefined&sc=0-16&qs=n&sk=&cvid=0e5bd79e975a4cff85f412250e778a40
https://www.bing.com/search?q=slow+motion+vibrations&form=IENTNB&mkt=en-gb&httpsmsn=1&refig=0e5bd79e975a4cff85f412250e778a40&DAF0=1&sp=-1&pq=undefined&sc=0-16&qs=n&sk=&cvid=0e5bd79e975a4cff85f412250e778a40
https://www.bing.com/search?q=slow+motion+vibrations&form=IENTNB&mkt=en-gb&httpsmsn=1&refig=0e5bd79e975a4cff85f412250e778a40&DAF0=1&sp=-1&pq=undefined&sc=0-16&qs=n&sk=&cvid=0e5bd79e975a4cff85f412250e778a40


Test the height or weight of striking to test the amount of vibrations.  

Write up the results - Write a recount.  

 

Link 2:  know how to set up a fair sound test 

Share read about sound ‘Sound’ by Angela Rowston 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ 

Revise the concept of vibrations making sound.  

Carry out a series of tests making sure the test is fair.  

Investigate how the loudness of a drum depends on its size e.g. is the smaller drum quieter?  

Investigate whether a ruler flicked at the end of the table is louder if it has a greater overhang.  

Investigate whether a bottle half full with water has a louder sound the harder they blow or longer they blow.  

Write up the results -  Write a recount. 

 

Link 3:  know how we hear things and how sound travels 

Share read about sound ‘Sound’ by Angela Rowston 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ 

Learn about how far sound carries.  

Plan and carry out a fair test to find out how far away we can hear things with our ears.  

Compare this with animals’ hearing.  

Keeping the sound source the same measure the distance over which the sound carries.  

Is the sound the same standing, sitting or with an ear to the ground?  

Learn that animals often listen with their ears to the ground to help them hear things approach.  

Learn how sound enters our ears and how it vibrates the ear drum and small bones inside the ear to send a message 

to the brain.  

Write about how we hear things - Write a recount.  

 

 

Link 4:  know that we measure sound in decibells 

Share read about sound ‘Sound’ by Angela Rowston 



Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ 

Go on a sound walk with sound metres.  

Learn that we record sound as decibels. Predict what the sound level will be like in different places at different items 

and record the results.  

Use data loggers to record the sound on computers to see patterns.  

Plan and carry out a fair test to find out what are the best materials to muffle the loudness of sounds e.g. match box, 

scarf, playdough, paper.  

Write a recount.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 4:   Autumn  2 

Link 5:  know that the longer the vibration the lower the pitch 

Share read about sound ‘Sound’ by Angela Rowston 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ 

Learn the meaning of pitch.  

Carry out a fair test with a stringed instrument to identify what happens to the pitch with longer or shorter 

vibrations; tighter/slacker tension; lighter or heavier weight.  

Repeat with a bottle to test whether the longer the column of air the lower the pitch.  

Repeat with tubes e.g. tubular bells.  

Write up the results.  Write a section of an information book.  

 

Link 6:  know that animals have different hearing to humans 

Share read about sound ‘Sound’ by Angela Rowston 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ 

Look at how different animals hear sounds and make sounds. https://www.thedodo.com/10-animals-with-amazing-

hearing-1133474502.html  Listen to and try to recognise the sounds that animals make.  

Research hearing in animals and write about how the animals hear sounds.  

Can invertebrates hear sounds? https://www.thoughtco.com/how-do-insects-hear-1968479   

Revise invertebrates and learn about whether they can hear sounds – the answer is yes, but how?  

Revise how human hear sounds through vibrations. Learn some interesting facts and show video clips e.g. only male 

grasshoppers make sounds; https://www.hiddenhearing.co.uk/blog/2018/the-top-10-animals-with-the-best-hearing   

Devise a fair test to see whether in the playground they can hear sounds played at the same decibels as some of the 

animals in the animal kingdom e.g. dolphin.   

Write a section of an information book.  

 

Link 7:  know what makes an echo 

Share read about sound ‘Sound’ by Angela Rowston 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ 

Learn about echoes.  

Learn about how bats can find where they are going through echoes.  

https://www.thedodo.com/10-animals-with-amazing-hearing-1133474502.html
https://www.thedodo.com/10-animals-with-amazing-hearing-1133474502.html
https://www.thoughtco.com/how-do-insects-hear-1968479
https://www.hiddenhearing.co.uk/blog/2018/the-top-10-animals-with-the-best-hearing


Ask and answer questions e.g. do duck quacks echo?  

Write up their test and what they have found out.  

Write a section of a non-fiction book.  

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know that light and sound travel at different speeds 

Share read about sound ‘Sound’ by Angela Rowston 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ 

Learn about thunder/lightening. 

Learn why the thunder clap lags behind the sight of the lightening. 

Learn that sound and light travel at different speeds. 

Learn about some sound effects e.g. the Doppler effect. 

Learn about sound travelling in waves https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sB8w2FvPsBA  

Write a section of a non-fiction book 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sB8w2FvPsBA


Year 4:   Spring  1 

Link 1:  know that materials can exist in more than one state 

Share read about solids, liquids and gases  ‘Lucy’s Lab’ by Michelle Houts  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ 

Learn some fun facts about solids, liquids and gasses e.g. a tonne of feathers weighs the same as a tonne of bricks; 

not all solids are hard; the air you breathe can be a solid.  

Understand the concept of particle.  

Understand that materials can exist in more than one state. 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=how+liquids+behave&&view=detail&mid=7FB2E8BB03A5700BB48A7FB2E

8BB03A5700BB48A&&FORM=VDRVRV  

From a list of materials label which is a solid, which is a liquid and which is a gas. 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/ks2/science/materials/solids_liquids_gases/read/2/   

Go on a ‘matter meander’ and identify materials that exist in the three different states also consider some unusual 

substances which may fit into different categories e.g. soap, cream, butter, sand, sponge. Identify the key 

characteristics about solids, liquid and gas.  

Create a decision tree to be able to identify which is which.  

Understand that liquids behave differently to a solid.  

Create a fair test to find out whether an object can be classed as a solid or a liquid e.g. ketchup, treacle, sugar, rice, 

soap.  

Use the classification key to say which state the matter is in.  

Write up the results. Write up a description of events.  

 

 

Link 2:  know that water can exist in three different states 

Share read about solids, liquids and gases  ‘Lucy’s Lab’ by Michelle Houts  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ 

Learn some fun facts about solids, liquids and gasses. 

Revise the concept of particle and three states of matter.   

Learn about ice. Understand that water can occupy any shape e.g. water in a glove, in a ice cube tray, in a plastic 

cup.  

Freeze the water and understand that because of the temperature it is the same substance but has changed it state 

of matter from liquid to solid.  

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=how+liquids+behave&&view=detail&mid=7FB2E8BB03A5700BB48A7FB2E8BB03A5700BB48A&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=how+liquids+behave&&view=detail&mid=7FB2E8BB03A5700BB48A7FB2E8BB03A5700BB48A&&FORM=VDRVRV
http://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/ks2/science/materials/solids_liquids_gases/read/2/


Use heating equipment e.g. hair dryer, candle to change the state of the water back from solid to liquid and explain 

how its state of matter is changing.  

Devise a test to show how water can change from a liquid to a gas because of heat e.g. in a kettle. Place an example 

of each state of matter in a plastic bag. Fill the bags with water for liquid, your breath for gas and a pencil or other 

handy school supply for solid.  

Allow the children to investigate each bag including the shape, weight and form of the contents. Open the bag of 

water and pour it into a cup.  

Identify and describe the physical properties of each state of matter. 

 Point out the invisibility of gases, the changing shape of liquid and the invariability of solids.  

Write up the results. Write a description of the events.  

 

Link 3:  know the concept of boiling point and freezing point 

Share read about solids, liquids and gases  ‘Lucy’s Lab’ by Michelle Houts  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ 

Revise the concept of particle.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n048J8cMvNA  Play a video to show the 

different states of matter.  

Learn that solids can change to a liquid and not only water boils but other substances do also.  

Devise a fair test to change solids into liquid i.e. chocolate, sugar, butter, jam, and liquid into a solid e.g. eggs, jelly. 

Understand why this phenomenon happens.  

Watch a video of substances melting or becoming solid, e.g. iron and steel in a furnace, clay in a kiln, glass blowing, 

rock melting (lava). Revise what makes something a solid, liquid or gas. Watch video clips of the water cycle to 

explain rain. 

Learn the temperature that water boils and freezes. Understand the concept of boiling point and freezing point.  

Understand that different materials freeze and boil at different temperatures.  

Measure the temperatures of different materials melting to see if there is a difference.  

Write up their results. Write a description of the events.  

 

Link 4:  know the names and characteristics of some gases 

Share read about solids, liquids and gases  ‘Lucy’s Lab’ by Michelle Houts  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles  

Revise the concept of particle, freezing point, 3 states of matter and boiling point.   

Learn the names of and properties of different gases e.g. Oxygen, nitrogen hydrogen, helium, argon, 

http://www.chem4kids.com/files/matter_gas.html      

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n048J8cMvNA
http://www.chem4kids.com/files/matter_gas.html


Learn why they classify as a gas.  

Learn where we can see/feel gases around us.  

Ask and answer some interesting questions e.g. is fog a gas? Is smoke a gas? Can Oxygen be a liquid?  

Learn about what gases animals and plants need to live and the gases that are in the air we breathe.  

Write up what they have found out. Write a description of the events.  

 

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know how to set up a fair test to show how gases can 

expand 

Share read about solids, liquids and gases  ‘Lucy’s Lab’ by Michelle Houts  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles  

Revise what they have learnt about gases and some fun facts 

https://www.factmonster.com/dk/encyclopedia/science/gases     

Learn what happens when water is taken out of a solid e.g. a grape, a prune, an apple slice. Does it change back 

when it is rehydrated?  

Make a gas in a glass container by heating something e.g. a very wet scarf. Plan and complete a fair test with a can 

of cola/soda to show how gas can expand and force its way out of a container. Learn why the bottle top comes off. 

Watch a video of a champagne cork popping off because of the pressure. Understand why this happens. Understand 

that the particles in a solid and a liquid and a gas are all different and this links to their properties 

https://www.factmonster.com/dk/encyclopedia/science/changing-states   for example, is the reason why a solid 

can’t take up the shape of the container because the particles are tightly packed together?  

Write up their answers. Write a description of the events.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.factmonster.com/dk/encyclopedia/science/gases
https://www.factmonster.com/dk/encyclopedia/science/changing-states


Year 4:   Spring  2 

Link 1:  know the names of our teeth and their function 

Share read about teeth  ‘Teeth’ by Rebecca Rissman 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/  

Revise what they have learnt about teeth already and learn some fun facts 

https://www.childrensdentalvillage.net/patient/resources/interesting-facts/   

Learn about milk teeth and adult teeth and consider why we lose our first teeth.  

Make an impression of our teeth e.g. in polystyrene or an apple and compare with each other.  

Learn about the number of teeth that we have.  

Identify which tooth in our mouth is used for what purpose.  

Learn the names of the different teeth and their purpose.  

Set up a fair experiment with teeth and bits of bone in different liquids e.g. coca cola, milk, fruit juice, sprite, water, 

tea, coffee, wine, covered in cheese, yoghurt, chips.  

Learn that we are going to find out what happens to our teeth over time.   

Write a leaflet/pamphlet 

 

Link 2:  know how to look after the health of their teeth 

Share read about teeth  ‘Teeth’ by Rebecca Rissman 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/  

Revise what they have learnt about teeth already and learn some fun facts 

 http://easyscienceforkids.com/all-about-your-teeth/   

Check on the progress of their tooth experiment. Observe changes in the teeth under the liquids.  

Consider how the results might affect what they drink.   

Learn about the chemical, fluoride https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/Fluoride/ and what it does.  

Learn about toothpaste. Learn how to brush their teeth. Learn that it is better to leave the toothpaste on their teeth 

overnight rather than rinsing it off.  

Create a brushing diary.  

Set up a fair test to test different toothpastes on teeth. Cover the teeth in different toothpastes to see the impact. 

Write up the results of the initial experiment. Write a leaflet/pamphlet 

 

 

https://www.childrensdentalvillage.net/patient/resources/interesting-facts/
http://easyscienceforkids.com/all-about-your-teeth/
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/Fluoride/


Link 3:  know how teeth and gums decay 

Share read about teeth  ‘Teeth’ by Rebecca Rissman 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/  

Learn that food can get caught between the teeth and this can affect how we brush our teeth. Learn about flossing 

and how to floss. Look at images/videos of teeth that have decayed in mouths.  

Learn about the parts of a tooth ie root and enamel.  

Find out what has happened to their teeth under different toothpastes. Look at the results under a magnifying glass 

and a microscope.  

Look at each other’s brushing diary.  

Revise the best ways to look after our teeth. Write up the results. Write a leaflet/pamphlet 

 

Link 4:  know the names of our teeth and their function 

Share read about teeth  ‘Teeth’ by Rebecca Rissman 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/  

Revise the results of the 2 experiments and the brushing diaries.  

Consider animals’ teeth. Look at some examples of teeth in the animal world e.g. dog, cat, shark, horse, squirrel,  

http://news.bbc.co.uk/cbbcnews/hi/find_out/guides/tech/teeth/newsid_3830000/3830561.stm    

Understand that teeth do different things for different animals.  

Understand that teeth can be easily damaged. See what happens when a tooth is scraped by a stone, sandpaper. 

Understand that the enamel of a tooth can never grow back.  

Learn that problems with teeth can also lead to bad breath and stomach problems. 

Write a leaflet/pamphlet 

 

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know about the route from our mouths and teeth through 

to our stomachs. Know the process of digestion. 

Share read about teeth  ‘Teeth’ by Rebecca Rissman 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/  

Revise the results of the 2 experiments and the brushing diaries.  

http://news.bbc.co.uk/cbbcnews/hi/find_out/guides/tech/teeth/newsid_3830000/3830561.stm


Revise what we know about food ie proteins, dairy, carbohydrates, fats.  

Follow the route from eating and chewing by teeth down the throat. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TghUQ42U6cI   Watch an X ray view of eating.  

Understand where the food goes once eaten.  

Create objects to show the different parts of the digestive system e.g. tube for the oesophagus, blown up bag for 

the stomach etc.  

Learn the process of digestion e.g. broken biscuits and banana, add water to demonstrate saliva, push down a tube 

to show the oesophagus, add acid in the stomach e.g. fruit juice until it becomes a paste and comes out the end. 

Write a leaflet/pamphlet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TghUQ42U6cI


Year 4:   Summer  1 

Link 1:  know what appliances use electricity 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/  

Share read: Science Adventures: sparks, shocks and secrets by Richard Spilsby  

Learn some fun facts about electricity e.g. electric eels can produce an electric current to stun their dinner; 

lightening is a type of electricity; our bodies use electricity; electric shock was  a kind of medicine in history; the first 

batteries were created 2,ooo years ago. 

http://www.alliantenergykids.com/EnergyBasics/AllAboutElectricity/000418     

Learn about the life and works of Thomas Faraday and the Faraday lamp.  

Identify all of the different things that make use/work because of electricity in the classroom and then around the 

school.  

Write up their findings and add in whether it only needs a small amount of electricity and can work off batteries or a 

large amount and needs to be attached to the mains.  

Write a diary entry. 

 

Link 2:  know that there needs to be a power source for electricity 

Share read: Science Adventures: sparks, shocks and secrets by Richard Spilsby  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/  

Revise some fun facts about electricity 

Understand that there needs to be a source of power from a batter/cell or mains.  

Create and carry out a fair test to make their own batteries using lemons, coins and nails. Test the results and write 

up what they have done. Repeat by setting up an experiment to create electricity using a potato e.g. potato clock. 

Identify what has happened any why this works.  

Write a diary entry. 

 

Link 3:  know what a conductor is 

Share read: Science Adventures: sparks, shocks and secrets by Richard Spilsby  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/  

Revise some fun facts about electricity 

Learn about Thomas Edison.  

http://www.alliantenergykids.com/EnergyBasics/AllAboutElectricity/000418


Understand some of the dangers of electricity https://www.electricalsafetyfirst.org.uk/  and create rules for working 

with electricity.  

Understand why a split electrical wire is dangerous if it is touched. Understand that electricity can serious harm us 

and other animals. Demonstrate that a wire that passes through salty water can make a bulb light because 

electricity passes through the water. This is called a conductor.  

Understand how to set up a circuit to light a bulb and a buzzer.  

Write up what they have to do to make a bulb/buzzer light.  

Write a diary entry. 

 

Link 4:  know how to create a functioning electric circuit 

Share read: Science Adventures: sparks, shocks and secrets by Richard Spilsby  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/  

Revise some fun facts about electricity 

Learn about Benjamin Franklin.  

Revise circuits and what makes a bulb light.  

Pose questions that they can create a fair test e.g. are wires needed to make electricity flow? What happens to the 

lightness of the bulb/sound of the buzzer when 2 and then 3 batteries are added?  What happens when 2 or three 

bulbs are added? Write up their results and relate to how this changes how we use electricity at home.   

Learn about series circuits and parallel circuits.  

Demonstrate the two circuits and how they are used in modern life.  

Problem solve with electricity e.g. what happens is a wire is disconnected? What happens if the switch is the other 

way around? What happens if the battery is reversed? What happens if the battery and buzzer are switched in the 

circuit?  

Understand the idea of positive and negative.  

Write a diary entry. 

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know what an insulator is and does 

Share read: Science Adventures: sparks, shocks and secrets by Richard Spilsby  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/  

Revise some fun facts about electricity. 

Learn about Alexander Graham Bell.  

Learn about conductors and insulators.  

https://www.electricalsafetyfirst.org.uk/


Devise a fair test that will find out which are the best insulators and conductors in a circuit and how this is important 

in modern houses.   

Write up the results.  

Write a diary entry. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 4: summer 2  

Link 1:  know how to make a fair test to create bubbles 

Share read ‘Supr Scientists: Marie Curie’ by Sarah Ridley 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/  

Learn some fun facts about bubbles e.g. bubbles can’t form in space; they can be frozen; you can’t make them with 

pure water; the world record is 19 people inside a bubble. http://www.trivials.com/science-facts/facts-about-

bubbles/   

Revise earlier work on solid, liquid, gas – what are the component parts of a bubble?  

Revise fair testing 

With a bubble mixture and wand practise making bubbles.  

Make a fair test to find out the mixture that creates the largest bubble.  

What impact does the shape of wand have? What impact does the amount of blown air have?  

Write up their results.  

Write a section of a magazine/newspaper report 

 

Link 2:  know how to make a fair test to make bubbles last longer and to test the impact of the size of the 

blower 

Share read ‘Supr Scientists: Marie Curie’ by Sarah Ridley 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/  

Revise the facts about bubbles.  

Understand the notion of a solution.  

Create a test to see if the bubbles will last longer with glycerine.  

Create a test to find out if the initial shape of the blower has an effect on whether the bubble becomes a sphere or a 

different shape.  

Test out what happens to the shape when 2 bubble join in mid-air.  

Write up the results.  

Write a section of a magazine/newspaper report 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know the different parts of a bubble and how to create a fair 

test 

Share read ‘Supr Scientists: Marie Curie’ by Sarah Ridley 

http://www.trivials.com/science-facts/facts-about-bubbles/
http://www.trivials.com/science-facts/facts-about-bubbles/


Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/  

Revise information about bubbles. https://wiki.kidzsearch.com/wiki/Soap_bubble   

On diagrams of bubbles/photos label the different parts of a bubble.   

Create fair tests to try out different solutions of bubble mix and measure/observe the results.  

Learn how to make a bubble inside another bubble.  

Learn how to make a bubble caterpillar.  

Devise  a fair test to create a bubble dome.  

Write up the results.  

Write a section of a magazine/newspaper report 

 

 

Bridging project 

Share read ‘On the origin of the species’ by Sabina Radiva 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ conductor, insulator and 

cell;  

Learn some fun facts about cats https://www.factretriever.com/cat-facts     

Revise what they know about taste, touch, hearing, eyesight, smell.  

Make a comparison between cats and humans.  

Classify and group different cats choosing their own criteria.  

Know that there are several known species of cat.  

Create and then use a decision key to identify what type of cat it is.  

Write a section of a magazine/newspaper report 

 

Part 2 

Share read Share read ‘On the origin of the species’ by Sabina Radiva 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ conductor, insulator and 

cell;  

Revise some facts about cats and about the idea of species 

Look at cats’ teeth and skeletons. How are their teeth different to humans and why?  

Look at an X ray image of cats eating food. How is their digestion system the same/different to humans? Write up 

their results. 

https://wiki.kidzsearch.com/wiki/Soap_bubble
https://www.factretriever.com/cat-facts


Write a section of a magazine/newspaper report 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


